ORGANISATION EUROPÉENNE POUR LA RECHERCHE NUCLÉAIRE
CERN EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH

NINETEENTH SESSION OF THE COUNCIL
Geneva - 2 June, 1961 - 10 a.m.
Council Chamber

DRAFT AGENDA

1. Report of the Credentials Committee
2. Approval of the Draft Minutes of the Eighteenth Session
3. Adoption of the Agenda
4. Request by Turkey to be given Status of Observer in the CERN Council
5. Progress Reports of the Director-General and Division Leaders
7. Long-term Scientific Prospects
8. CERN Pay and Allowances

Documents
- CERN/392/Rev.3
- CERN/403/Rev.
- CERN/401/Rev.
- CERN/399
- CERN/393
- CERN/FC/478
- CERN/FC/488/Rev.
- CERN/398
- CERN/397

Note: The unveiling of the plaque to the memory of Professor Bakker will take place at 12.30 p.m.
9. Housing

10. Preliminary Discussion on the Amendment to the Financial Protocol annexed to the Convention proposed by the Italian Government

11. Appointment of a New Member of the Scientific Policy Committee

12. Renewal of the Contract of a Senior Staff Member

13. Approval of the Accounts for the Financial Year 1960

14. Ford Foundation Report (for information)

15. Staff Insurance Scheme - Annual Report 1960 (for information)

16. Other Business.

- - - -